QUARTER 2 RELEASES

Charlie Bears ready for adoption between
April and June 2019
Bearhouse Bears ready for adoption between April and June 2019
Windypops
Bearhouse Bears Collection (plush)
33cm
13”

ZigZag
Bearhouse Bears Collection (plush)
36cm
14”

Paw-note: ZigZag is so named because Aardvarks ‘zigzag’ when they forage for food.
Plush Collection ready for adoption between April and June 2019
Speedy and Slow Coach are part of the Fables series within the Plush Collection 2019.

Speedy
Plush Collection (plush)
Numbered Limited Edition of 600
43cm
17cm

Slow Coach
Plush Collection (plush)
Numbered Limited Edition of 600
36cm
14cm

Paw-note: The toadstools are sold as a pack of three - one of each size as shown in the image above - Speedy and Slow Coach are not included!
**Butterscotch**
Plush Collection (plush)
20cm
8”

**Jelly Tot**
Plush Collection (plush)
28cm
11”

**Smartic**
Plush Collection (plush)
24cm
9”

These three plush bears are delicious new additions to the Sweetie Shop series.
Goliath
Plush Collection (plush)
Numbered Limited Edition of 2000
41cm
16”

Goliath is the second in the new series of characters representing the mystical Queen’s Beasts.

Cara
Plush Collection (plush)
38cm
15”

Paw-note: Cara is a beautiful bear pairing with Candice from our Q1 releases in the Plush Collection.
Pearl
Plush Collection (plush)
41cm
18”

Ethel
Plush Collection (plush)
48cm
19”

Victor
Plush Collection (plush)
46cm
18”

A trio of family members all with their lovely curly fur!
Also known as The Two Ronnies, these gorgeous grizzly bears come as a set, following on from our big and little bear pairings in previous years.

**Paw-note:** Gallivant is part of the Teddy Travels Series and comes with his own little drawstring bag!
Paw-note: This trio of bears have each been named after our three locations around the world. Lanson is the nickname for Launceston in Cornwall where The Bearhouse is located. Boynton is the beach in Florida near where our USA Cubhouse is based and Woodend is the town in Victoria where our Australian Cubhouse is located.
Paw-note: These two bear-illiant pandas make a bear-illiant bear pairing.
**Paw-some**
Plush Collection (plush)
13cm
5”

**Bear Therapy**
Plush Collection (plush)
13cm
5”

**Paw-note:** These are the first two bears in our Plush Hug Book Collection series of six bears. Each bear comes with their own special hug book keepsake box (entitled with the same name as the bear) and the bear fits paw-fectly inside!
Paw-note: JJ is named after one of our bear cubs here in the UK and he is part of the Bigger Bear series, standing tall at 25 bear paws high!
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Isabelle Collection ready for adoption between April and June 2019
This stunning bear has been chosen by Isabelle Lee as her ‘masterpiece’ for the Isabelle Collection 2019.
Little John
Isabelle Collection (alpaca/mohair)
Numbered Limited Edition of 300
34cm
13.5"

Little John is the second release of our Folklore series of Robin Hood and his Merry Men.
Kennedy
Isabelle Collection (mohair/alpaca)
Numbered Limited Edition of 300
43cm
17”

Paw-note: Tatyana is part of the Musical/Opera series within the Isabelle Collection 2019.

Tatyana
Isabelle Collection (mohair/alpaca)
Numbered Limited Edition of 350
42cm
16.5”
Alistair
Isabelle Collection (alpaca)
Numbered Limited Edition of 250
27 cm
10.5”

Fairy Godmother
Isabelle Collection (mohair)
Numbered Limited Edition of 275
28 cm
11”

Celandine
Isabelle Collection (mohair)
Numbered Limited Edition of 300
28 cm
11”
**Bozo**  
Isabelle Collection (mohair)  
Numbered Limited Edition of 300  
30cm  
12”

**Peaches**  
Isabelle Collection (mohair)  
Numbered Limited Edition of 300  
28cm  
11”
Mozzarella
Isabelle Collection (mohair)
Numbered Limited Edition of 300
28cm
11”

Together with Halloumi and Feta, Mozzarella is part of a trio of ‘cheesy’ mice in this year’s Isabelle Collection

Soufflé
Isabelle Collection (mohair)
Numbered Limited Edition of 300
34cm
13.5”
MINIMO COLLECTION
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Minimo Collection ready for adoption between April and June 2019
These three adorable 100% mohair minimos form the new Tiny Teds series within this year’s Minimo Collection.
**Tickled Pink**  
Minimo Collection (mohair)  
Numbered Limited Edition of 600  
17cm  
6.5”

**Little Boy Blue**  
Minimo Collection (mohair)  
Numbered Limited Edition of 600  
17cm  
6.5”

**Foxglove**  
Minimo Collection (mohair)  
Numbered Limited Edition of 600  
17cm  
6.5”

**Dragonfly**  
Minimo Collection (mohair)  
Numbered Limited Edition of 600  
17cm  
6.5”

**Paw-note:** Tickled Pink and Little Boy Blue are part of the Nursery Time series and Foxglove and Dragonfly are new additions to the At the Bottom of the Garden series.
CONTACT
CHARLIE BEARS

UK & REST OF WORLD

The Bearhouse
Pipers Close
Pennygillam Industrial Estate
Launceston, Cornwall PL15 7PJ

Call 01566 777 092
Email headbear@charliebears.com

AUSTRALIA

The Cubhouse
5 Ligar Street
Woodend
Victoria 3442

Call 03 5427 4482
Email cubhouse@charliebears.com

NORTH AMERICA

The Cubhouse
Gateway Center
1119 Gateway Boulevard
Boynton Beach, FL 33426

Call 561-328-9936
Email us-sales@charliebears.com

www.charliebears.com